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$ixth Semester (Total marks: flonours - 200)

i-I6l : Advanced Calculus (100 rnarks, B0 lectures)
i

HOPT'62: Optionalpaper (,100 marks, 80 lectures)
I

,, 
,,

Optiencl Papers : Any one of theJollowings (100 marks, 80 lectures) /
.OP I : Computer programrning4n Cl & Cornputer Oriented NumericalAnalysis
OP 2 : Operations Researcli/ .:
Of'] 3 llydro Mechanics / /
Oir4 : Finaacial Mathematics ./ ', /'
OP5 : Discrete Mathematics ' /
OP6 : Mathematical lVlodelin g ,/
(Abbreviation: G : general, H: honours, GH = general and honout:)

fi'r"r7e-*t"'-'nd '

Ji ffi syLLABUs FoR B,A./8. sc. (IvIATHEMATICS), september,20L2
I

+

Course Structure: Se?Bster-wise distribution.

ci'/
Iiirst Semester (Total marks: General -100)|/

GHS I i : Algebra-I, & Calculus - I, (100 rnarks, 80'lectures)

i/
Second Semester (Totat marks: Gerieral - lW') J

GHS 21 : Geometry & Vectdr Calculus 1i}/narks, 80 lectures)

/
Third Semester (Total marks: General - 100) 1' 

GHS 3l: Algebra II, & Calctllus - II (100 marks, 80 lectures)
i

Fourth Semester (Total marks: General - i00) (i00 marks, 80 lectures)

ics & Dy:raml"r. itOO marks, 80 lectures) -/
l

(Total mariis: Honoprs -;0C)
Elementary Number Theory & Advanced Algebra (100 marks, 80 lectures)

I

i

DifferentialEquaiions & Adi-a;;ed D;'r.a;nics . (100 marks, 80 lectures)
I

J
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ALGEBRA-I&CALCULUS-I
(l{umber of Teaching hours: 80; Time:3 hrs; Marks: 100)

(To answer five questions, choosing one out of two questions from each unit)

LII.iTf I : Brief review of basics in set theory such as wavs of descnbing a set, set operations, empfy set'

disjoint sets, De Morgan's laws, Vejnn diagrams; power sets, cartesian products, cardinality results;

relation as a subset of cartesian pr6duct (notation: xRy if (x,y) e R); relation on a set: reflexive,
symmetric, anti-symmetric, transitive;lexamples from geometry and number systems; equivalence relation

and equivalence classes; partitions. 
i

Functions and graphs: ieal valued' functions such as polynomials, rational functions, logarithmic

functions. exponential functions, hyperbolic functions; limits, e - 6 definition, standard theorems on

limits, standard limits; continuity : Intuitive idea, e - 6 definition, theorems on sum, difference, product,
quotient and composite of continuoup functions; discussion of continuity of the functions mentioned
earlier and their "o-po.it"r. i

UNIT II : Brief review of functions/mappings, inclusion map; restriction of a map; composition of-
maps; associativity; onto, one-one, bijective maps; inverse images of sets, inverse of a bijective map;

finite and infinite setsl Proof of " if A is a finite set then f : A -> A is one-one if and only if f is onto";
examples where this assertion does nbt hold. A brief review of m x n matrix over R./C as a rectangular
arrav of numbers (motivation throulh systems of linear equations); transpose, conjugate transpose;
def,rnition of inverse of a matrix; sirecial type of matrices: diagonal, scalar, upper/lower triangular,
nilpotent. idempotent, symmetric, skelv symmetric, hermitian. skew hermitian matrioes; traoe of a square

matrix; row vectors and column vectois of a matrix; row ranVcolumn rank of an m x n matrix (in terms of
linear. independence of row/column vectors of the matrix); Adjoint of a matrix; inverse in terrns of
adoints; determinantal rank of matrix; equality of rank and determinantal rank; Elementary operations;
elementary matrices; row/column reduced echelon form of a matrix; deterrnination of the inverse, of a
matrix by elemeniary operations; theorem on the equalilv of row-rank and column-rank; rank of a matrix;
determination of the rank by elementary operations:); systems of linear equations: homogeneous and non-
homogeneous;

UNIT III : Properties of continuous functions defined on closed and bounded intervals : (statements with
illustrations only for the foliowing) boundedness, intermediate value theorem, uniform continuity .

Derivatives of real valued functions on inten'als : definition; Derivative as a rate rneasurer, derivative ar
the gradiept of tangent (geometrical interpretation only); Theorems on sum, difference, product, quotient-
and comicisite of differentiable functions.
Review of methods of differentiation: successive differentiation: Liebnitz's theorem; L'Hospital's Rule
(statements only with applications), 

i

UNIT Iv. Anti-derivative : review oi,n" standard methods: inteemtion by parts and by partial fractions:
integral of a continuous function as Jhe limit of Riemann surn (including sums arising out of unequal
distribution of interval); examples df evaluation of integrals from the definition. Definite Integrats,
fundamdntal theorem of integral calculus and differentiability of integrals of contiriuous
functions(statements with illustrationi only ) properties of definite integral, evaluation of integrals using
these properties; reduction formulas for Jsin';rdx, Jcos'xdx, Itannxdx.,ledsin(mx)dx,[e*xndx,lee(ogx1'di,
Jsirlnxcos'xdx and their combinations;iimproper integrals, convergence and evaluation from definition.
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UNIT V. Formation of differential equation!; eql.rations of first order and first degree; solutions by
separation of variables, by substitution: homo'geneous equations; linear equations; Bernoulli's equation:
exact equations; reduction to exact form by ihtegrating factors; differential equations of first order but
higher degrees; Clairut's equation and singuldr solution; geometrical interpretation applications of ftrst
order differential equations to geometric and qhysical problems (simple cases only) including orthogonal
trajectories' 

i

ij gooks

Text Books, '

I
l

l. Bhattacharya, P. B., Jain, S. K., *F Nagpaul, S. R. : Basic Abstract Algebra, Cambridge
Press, 1995 Edition. I

2. Saikia P. K.: Linear Algebra- Pearjo" Delhl 2009 Edition.
3. Maiqv, K. C. and Ghosh, R. K.. , DifferLntial Calculus, New Cental Book Agency Pvt Ltd..200l

i4. Das. B.C. and Mukharjee. 8.N.. Calculus. IIN Dhar and Sons Publisher.
i

5. Thomas. G. 8., and Finley. R. L. : Calculus and Analytic Geometqv. Narosa Publishing
House, 2002 Edition.

Reference Books
I
I

lct Algebra. Narosa Publishing House, 1999 Edition.l. Fraleigh, J. B.: A First Course.in Abstra,!l. Fraleiglr, J. B.: A First Course.in Abstralt Algebra. Narosa Publishing House, 1999 Edition.
2 Stewart J.: Essential Calculus Early Trhnscendentals. Thomson Brooks/Cole. USA. 2007 Edition
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significance and applications;srgnrilcance ano appucatrons; 
I

Vector valued functions (up to 3 variablbs); derivatives of such a function of a single variable;; properties
and geometrical applications; arc length, unit tangent vector; curvatul'e, normal vector; derivatives of
scalar and vector products;

TINIT V: Velocity and'acceleration iri cartesian co-ordinates, radial and kansverse accelerations on
smooth curves (simple problems only), thngential and normal components of velocity and acceleration.
Directional derivatives, gradient of a $calar- valued function, tangent planes; vector fields, curl and
divergence of a vector field, Physical and geometrical interpretation and elementary properties.

Books
Text Bo0ks: I

l. Das. tsi Anatytical Geometry and veltor Analysis. Orient Book Co., Calcuna" i998 Edition.

t.'

ii

Li
r

Gebmetry & Vector Calculus

t

Q.lumber of Teachihg hours:80; Tirne: 3hrs; Marks:100)
(To answer five questionsJ choosing one out of two questions from each uriit)

i
UNIT I : Change of axes - invariantsl pairs of straight lines; general equation of second degree; the

standard form; reduction pf the general eguation to standard form; conditions for different conics;
General conics: equations of tangents,lnormals, pairs of tangents; chord of contact, chord in terms of
middle points, pole, polar, conjugate linjs, diameter, asymptotes.

UNIT II: Polar equation. equation of I conic. directrix. chord. tangent and normal; parabola, ellipse;
hyperbola; conjugate diameters of eilips{ and hyperbola: rectangular hyperbola; conjirgate hyperbola.
Space co-ordinates: rectangular, cartedian, cylindrical, spherical, and polar; equation of planes; angle
between two planes; perpendicular distance of a point from a plane;

I

UNIT III : Equations of straight lines iri space; co-planarity of two straight lines; perpendicular distarrce
of a point from a straight line; shorteri distunc" between two straight lines in space; Sphere - plane
section and its equation; sphere throughia given circle; tangent plane; pole and polar plane; intersection
of'two spheres; Equation of a cone i"ittr u conic as a guiding curve; enveloping cone; mutually
perpendiculu. g"n".uto.s; tangent planesl; reciprocal cone; rigtt circular cone; equation of 

" 
cylinder witir

a conic as a guiding curve; right circularlcylinder.

I

UNIT IV : Products (scalar and vector froducts) of two, three and four vectors - properties, geometrical

qv,\

2. Narayan S.: Analytical Solid Geometi-y, S. Chand & Co.. New Delhi,2003 Edition.
3. Thomas, G. 8., and Fimey, R. L.: Cdlculus and Analltic Geometry, Narosa Publishing House, 2002

edition. I

4. Narayan, S. and lvlittal. P. K.: A Text Book of Vector Analysis, S. Chand & Co. Ltd., New Delhi, 2003
Edition. 

i

6. Chorlton, F.: Text Book of Dynamibs, CBS Publishers and distributors, Delhi, 2002 Edition.
7. Chatterjee, D.: Vector Analysis, PHI Leaming Pvt Ltd. New Delhi, 2002 Edition.
8. Ghosh, R. K. and Maity, K. C.: Vector Analysis, New Central Book Agency, 2001 Edition.t-
Reference Book i

L. Sie*'art, J.: Essential Calcuius Eari-"- firanscendentals, Thoms<rn BrookVCoie, tiSA, 20O7 Editisn.-i
I
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(Number or reachingill"i:5rit "'F'*:1j11; 
tt 

Marks: r00)

I

(To answer five questions, choosing one out of two questions from each unit)

TINIT I : Binary operations as maps from A T A -+ A; commutative and associative binary operations;
identities and inverses (one-sided as well as itwo sided); examples; groups: definition; examples ofrclentrtles and lnverses (one-srded as well as itwo slded); examples; groups; delrnltron; examples oI
groupssuchas Z,Q,R,C,Q*,R+,C*, Zo,$n,Mz(R),GL2(R), R',R',nb rootsof unityetc;lawsof
indices in both additive and multiplicative riotation; right and left cancellation laws; uniqueness of
identity and inverses; group tables of groups] of low order (up to S); subgroups :examples; cyclie
subgroup generated by an element: cyclic igroup; abelian group; subgroups of cyclic groups
Determination of all subgroups of Z; I

Order of an element; examples'of elements df finite order; of

^subgloup 
in a group; cosets as equivalencei classes; Zn as

-'ppiications; groups of prime order; Fermat'd (little) theorem;

infinite order; coset with respect to a
cosets; Lagrange's theorem and its
Euler's generalizations; application to

simple number theoretic problems.

UNIT II: Polynomialsover Z/Q/R/C; addition and multiplication; degree of a polynomial;degreeof
sum and product of polynomials; the division algorithm; remainder theorem; gcd; the Euclidean
algorithm; ineducible polynomials; application of Eisenstein's theorem; unique factorisation theorem;
roots of a polynomial; tbctor theorem; fundamental theorem of aigebra (statement only); its failure for
polynomiais over Z I Q /R ; simpie testsf of ineducibility of polynomials with ."iionut / ihteger
coefficients; detailed study of roots of a polynomialwith real coeffigients: immediate consequence of the
fundamental theorem of algebra; multiple roots', common roots, complex roots, surd roots;
Relation between roots and coefficients of a polynomial; symmetric function of the roots of a polynomial
equation with special reference Io cubic and biquadratic equations; transformation of equation; Descartes'
rule of signs - simple applications; location of roots using Rolle's theorem; solution of a cubic by
Cardan's method; De Moivre's theorem - application to solution of equation.

t
UNIT IU: Sequences of real numbers : definitions of bounded sequence, convergent sequence, limit of
a sequence, monotonic sequence; examples; ploof of the fact that monotonic and bounded- ,"quen"", *"
convergent (using completeness of R as an axiom); Cauchy sequence; Cauchy's general principle of

Tili:-il!, of r"uf numbers: partial sums, 
jpnu.rg"nt 

series, comparison test, ratio test, Raabe's test,
root test: 'absolute convergence; Leibnitz's th6orem for alternating siries; power series; radius of
convergence (without the notion of limit supeiior;, standard 

""urnpl", 
of power series.

LINff fV : Application of differential .ut"utir, Sign of the derivatives of a real valued function of a real
varitrble, vanishing of f(x): RoUe's theoiem; geometric interpretation, mean value theorems;

. applications of the mean value theorems: (i) ihcreasing and decreasing functions, (ii) concavity upwards
and downwards, (iii) points of inflections, multiple roots. use of differentials in approximation and error
estirnateS; maxitna and minima; asymptottJs; curvature of plane curves (cartesian and parametric
equations only); i
Real-valued functions of two or three variableil limits; continuity; partial derivatives of first and second
orders; Schwarz's theorem (statement only); differentials; chain rules; Euler's theorern on homogeneous
functions, proof upto three variable case.

5 ,h 2-4
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U|'{IT V: Location of roots of f(x), proof qtttre fiindamental theorem of integral calculus; Tayloy's and
Maclaurin's theorem with Cauchy's form 6f lemrinderg Taylor's and Maclaurin's series; expansion of
standard functions such as e' , sin x, cos x, Icig (I + x), (l + x)'.
Applications of integral calculus : determi4ation of (i) areas under simple plane curves, (ii) lengths of
simple plane curves, (iii) volume and surfabe areas of solids of revcilution in standard cases. Evaluation
of line integrals (in a plane); double integralb; change of order of integration; application in determination
of area, volume (simple cases only).

BOOKS
Text Books :
l.Bhattacharyq P. 8., Jain, S. K., and Nagiraul, S. R. : Basic Abstract Algebra, Cambridge Press, 1995

.a

,'t r

Edition. 
i

2. Gopalakrishnan N.S., University Algebral New Age International Publishers, 1986 Edition.
3. Maity, K. C. and Ghosh, R. K.: Differential Calculus, New Cental Book Agency Pvt Ltd., 2002Edition.
4 .Das, B.C. and Mukharjee 8.N., Differential Calculus, UN Dhar and Sons Publisher.
5. Thomas, G.8., and Finney, R. L.: Calculus and Analytic Geometry, Narosa Publishing House,2002

Edition. 
i

6. Maity, K. C. and Ghosh, R. K.: Integral Calculus, New Cental Book Ageney Pvt. Ltd.,2002 Edition.
7' Das, B. : Higher Algebra, Asoke Prakashhn, Calcutta, 2000 Edition.
8. Narayan S.: A course of Mathernatical Airalysis, S.Chand and Co., 1962 Edition.

Reference Books
l. Fraleigh, John B. : A First Course in Abstract Algebra, Narosa Publishing House, i999 Edition.
2. Stewart, J.: Essential Calculus Early Trahscendentals, Thomson BrookVCole, USA,2007 Edition.
3. Bernside, W. S, and Panton, A. W.; fhepV of Equations, Vol. I, "S. Chand & Co., New Delhi, 2000

Edition.

I 'c\
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Stuti", & Dynamics
(Number of Teaching hours: 80; Time:3 hrs; Marks: 100)

i

(To answer five questions, chooJing one out of two questions from each tlnit)

i

tr.fTT I: Composition and resolution of force{; parallelogram of forces, Components and resolved parts,

Coplanar forces: Equilibrium of concun'ent foi'ces, Triangle of forces, Lami's Theorem and its converse.

Parallel forces. Moment of a force ; Definition, geometrical represen[ation of Moments, Varignon's
Theorem. Couples ;definition, equilibrium of Couples, Equivalence of rwo Couples, Resultant of Couples,

Resultant of a couple and a force.

LhTI II: Reduction of coplanar forces, equilibrium of coplanar forces. Friction: laws of statical friction,
larvs of limiting friction, solutipn of problem]s on equilibrium of heavy bodies (such as uniforrn rods)

- - resting on plane surfaces. 
;A' ^':.nrre of gravity: c.g of thin uniform rod, uniform lamina, friangular lamina and lamina in the form of a

parallelogram and trapezium. i

i
i

L,liIT III: Rectilinear motion with variable I aws of forces; Force of repulsion varying as displacernent,
lr{otion under inverse square Law, Motion of la particle atfracted towards the centreofihe Earth. Motion
under other laws of forces, simple hal-monic qnotion; vetocity, and acceleratircn , Amplitude, Time-pe.ri,r+1.

Collision of elastic bodies; direct and obliqud impact, Loss of Energy due to collision, impulsive action
berrveen colliding spheres

I

UliIT.fV: Projectiles; Horizonial Range , Tilne of flight, Greatest height , position and velocity at any
time, path of a projectile is a parabola. j

Rectilinear motion in resisting media on a horizontal plane u'here resistance varies as (i) vel,rcity, (ii)
square of velocity, (iii) displacement; vertical motion under gravity where resistance varies as (i)
velocig, (ii) square of velocity. 

i
I

UNIT V: Tangential and normal accelerationlon smooth curves, radial & transversal acceleration, motion
on a smooth piun" 

"u*" such as vertical circlds and cycloids.
{ almpulse and Impulsive force, conservation cif linear momemtum. Work done by a force; work energy

equation;.potential fu nction; conservative forcps.
i
i

Text Books:
L Gupta. P. K., and Juneja, R. : Depot, Jdrpur, 2003 Edition.
2. Ray, lv{. : A Text Book on Dynamics fi{r B.A.rts.Sc. srudents, S. Chand Fublication, Delhi, 2002

Edition, I

3, Singh, K. K. : Text Book of Dynarnics, Ptf,t L"urning pvt. Ltcl., New Delhi, 201I Edition.
4. Das B.C. and Mukharjee B,N., Dynamics I,N Dhar and Sons Publisher, 2002 Edition.
5, Das, B. C. and Mukherjee, B. N.: Statics, U,lN. Dhar & Sons Publications, Kolkata,2002 Edition.
6. Loney, S. L,: An elementary treatise od the Dynamics of a particle and of rigid bodies, Rahda

publishing House, Kolkata, 2O0O Edition. i

7' 16 Le



Reference Books

1. Varma, R. S.: Statics, Pothishala, All

2. Loney, S. L.: An elementary treatise
3. Singh, K. K. : Text B,ook of DYnamics,

I

,f :d: 2-o (?)
/

abad, 200L Edition.
r Statics, Rahda publishing House, Kolkata, 2000 Edition'

Learning pvt. Ltd., New Delhi,2011.
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Elementary \umber Theory & Advanced Algebra
(Number of Teaching hburs: 80; Time:3 hrs; Marks: 100)

I

(To answer five questions, chgosing one out of rwo questions from each unit)
I

I

LT{IT I: Divisibility in the set of integerJ; basic properties; the division algorittrm; gcd; elementary
properties; the Euclidean algorithm; lcm; f,rimes (in the set of natural numbers); fundamental theorem
of arithmetic; Euclid's proof of the infinitr,rde of primes; arbitrary gaps in the distribution of primes;
Congruences in the set of integers modulo d positive integer; basic properties; complete residue system;
reduced residue system; Euler's rp - function; Fermat's theoreml Euler's generalization of Fermat's
theorem: applications, Wilson's theorem.

INIT II: Solution of congruences; linear congruences; Chinese remainder theorem; congruences of
5..-o. higler degree modulo a prime.

Some functions of Number Theory-- Greatest integer function; elementary properties; ArithmetiTC

application); ; equaliry of rank of a linear liansformation and rank of the associated matrix.

functions; multiplicative functions; functiond such as <pin), (n), t(n), o(n), or.(n);

I

trB{IT III: Normal subgroups, examples; Conditions for a subgxoup to be normal; center of a group;
examples; quotient gtoup; homomorphism, kemel and image of homomorphism,.isomorphism of gtoups

examples ahd elementary properties. Fuhdamental theorem of gToup homomorphism; isomorphism
theorems; automorphisms; inner.automorphisms; examples; rings (motivation through Z): definitions
and examples of (i) rings with identity, ilii; commutative rings, (iii) rings with and without zero-
divisors, integral domains, (iv) division rinls (v) fields (examples to include Z, integers mod p , fields
Q, R, C, polynomial rings R[x], matrix ririgs M"(R)); basic prr-,perties of rings; characteristic of rings;
finite integral domains; (Zo as an example);l
Subrings; ideals: right, left and two-sided; generated by a subset, more specifically by a finite number of
elements in a commutative ring with l; pqincipal ideals; examples of ideals in L, Zo MJR); prime
ideals, maximal ideals in a cemmutative rin$ with l; examples; quotient ring, Zn as a quotient ring.

UNIT fV: Principal ideals; examples of ideals in Z, Zo M(R); prime ideals, maximal ideals in a
commutative ring with l; examples; quotient ring, Zo as a quotient ring. Ring homomorphisms;

<.\ .^\ kernels; isomorphism; homomorphisms 4nd isomorphism theorems including the correspondence" theorem; determination of ideals in 4 ; f 
divisibiliry in integral domains (with l); units, associates,

prime elqments, irreducible elements, gcd, Euclidean domain, principal ideal domain, unique factorisation
domaini - definition. examples and basic rdsults

I

UNIT V: Vectorspaces (motivation thr6ug:h R2 , R3 ) - examples, basic properties; subspaces;
homontoqphisms or linear maps between lvector spaces; isomorphisr"ns; standard homomorphism and
isomorph'sm theorems; direct sum (intenihl and external): linear dependence and independence: basis,
dimension; vectorspace axiomsforthesetlL(V,W) oflinearmaps fromV to W; rankandnullityofa
linear transformation; "rank + nulliry f dimension" theorem, Matrix- representation of linear
transfoimations; similar matrices, change of basis theorem ( without proof, statement only and its
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Books

Text Books:
lNiven, I., Zuckerman, H.S., and ontgomery, H. L. : An introduction to the Theory of

Numbers,Wiley Eastem Ltd., 2000 ton,

2. Burton, David M. : ElbmentaryN Theory, Universal Book Stall,2001 Edition.
Pub. House, 1988 Edition (reprint 1998).Herstein,I. N.: Topics in Algebra, Vi

Fraleigh, J. B. : A First Course in A Algebra" Narosa Publishing House, 1999 Edition.
3.
4.
5, Saikia" P. K.: Linear Algebra' Delhi,2009 Edition.

Reference Book:
l. Bhattacharya, P.8., Jain, S. K., and

Publication, 7001 Edition.
3. Hoffman, K. and Kunze, R.: Linear

Edition (reprint I 996).
4. Telang, S. G. : Number Theory, Tata

l; S. R.; A First Course irr Linear Algebrq Wiley Eastetn

gebra, second edition, PHI Learning Pvt Ltd, New Delhi, l97l

w-Hill, NewDelhi, 1996 Edition.

!
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Differential Equalions & Advanced Dynamics.
i

(100 ,marks, 80 lectures)

I

(To answer five questions, choobing one out of two questions from each trnit)

i

tl\TT I: Linear'equations of second and thirdf order with constant coefficients - complementary functons
and particular integrals for f e*, e^sin(mx), e\cos(mx), {sin(mx), {cos(mx); equations of type a1x2 y" *
rr.r.Jp'r. atl=f (9; 

i
I-ine,ar ditTerential equations of second order iwith variable coeflicients; homogeneous equations; exact

equarions; transformation of the equation by 
ihanging 

the dependent variable/the independent variable,
St1final form i

Itethod of variation of parameters; simultaneous equations; total differentialequation Pdx + Qdy + Rdz
rh^I,, =u 

i

I

t}TT II: Partial differential equation. FormaJion of equation, solutions of linear equations of frst order,

tr-agrange's methods, Non linear partial differehtial equations of first order- Standard fotms I, II, m & ry.
Inlegral surfaces passing through a given cule, orthogonal surfaces, non-linear equations of first ordern

Charpit's method. 
I

I

tlnroduction to the following concepts should,be made in vector as well as Cartesian method)

i

LTIT III: Motion on a rough curve; the cylcloid and its dynamical properties: cycloidal motion with
resisn;nce; Central forces, Central orbit; Ceritre of force; motion of a particle under a central force;
description of a central conic under a central force; use of reciprocal polar coordinates; stability of a
nearlycircular orbit. I

Use of pedal coordinates and pedat equatidns; apse; apsidal distance; apsidal angle; perihelion and

aphelion; Kepler's laws of planetary motionarid its deductions; a more accurate form of the third law.'
I

LiliIT fV: Moments and products of inertia; uniform rod, a rectangular lamina, a parallelepiped, a
circular ring and disc; theorems of parallelanp perpendicular axes about a fixed axis; principal axes(only

d:\\.a definition), vector angular velocity of a rigid body; vector angular momentum of a rigid body about a' fixed point, principal axes; kinetic energy of aj rigid body rotating about a fixed point; momental ellipsoid;
equimomeirtal systems; coplanar disrnbutionl; general motion of a rigid body.

i

' UiilT V: Motion of arigid body in r*o-aimln.ions; Problems illustratingthe laws of morion, mtion of
a unitbrm solid circular cylinder down a rolrgh inclined plane; motion of a circular hoop on a rough
inclined plane; larvs of conservation of anguldr momentum; problems illustrating the laws of conservation
of angular momentum. 

i

The larv of conservation of energy; problemslillustrating the law of conservation of energ'y; Impulse of a
force; problems illustrating impulsive. 

i
I

IJ52
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l. Raisinghania, M.D.: Ordinary and Pdrtial Differential Equations, S. Chand & Co. Ltd., New Delhi,
2002 Edition. I

2. Piaggio, L: An Elementary Treatise oh Diff".rntial Eouations and Annlications- G. Bell & Sons^ 2000
Edition. i

3. Sneddon,I. N.: Elements of Partial Diherential

2.Piaggio,I.: An Elementary Treatise oh Differential Equations and Applications, G. Bell & Sons, 2000

9J A:2Dry

Bboks

Text Books:

Equation, McGraw Hill. lnternational Edition

Rahda
publishing House, Kolkata, 2002 (only for Unit I).

Reference Book
l. Coddington, Earl A.: An Introd

New Delhi, 1998 Editibn.
to Ordinary Differential Equations, PHI Learning Fvt. Ltrl.,

2. Ramsay, A. S.: Dynarnics, Part I, idge University Press, 1993 Edition.
3, Singh, K. K. : Text Book of Dy PHI Learning pvt. Ltd., New Delhi,20l1r,

t957. I

4. Chorlton, F.: Text Book of Dynamids, CBS Publishers and distributors, Delhi,2002 Edition.

t2



(100 
lmarks, 

80 lectures)

I

(To answer five questions, chodsing one out of two questions from each unit)

tTiTI I: Riemann integral of function, of dn" variable; Darboux's theorem (statement and application);

c.r,rnditions for integrabiiity; classes of bouhded and integrable functions; properties of integrable

tunctions; inequalities for integrals; function! defined by integrals; their continuity and differentiability;

lfean value theorems for integiats i

lnproper inte$als; test for convergence wherl the integrand is non-negative; absolute convergence; tests

ror absoiute and conditional convergence, betA and gamma frrnctions; Abel's theorem, Dirichlet's theorem;

{: eif,n8r/
,/

TI61

Adi'anced Calculus
I

Frullani's integral.

LlTf fI: Integrals as functions of parametdrs; continuiry, ciifferentiabiliry and integlability of such a

runction; applications to evaluation of integrals
tlTf fI: Integrals as functions of pa

lrnproper iniegrals as functions of a pararnetJr; uni. t';̂ uniform convergence and tests for uniform convergence;

crnrinuiry, differentiability and integrability lof uniformly convergent improper integrals of continuous

f'unctions involvin g parameters; evaluation of inte gral s ;

Narayan, S,: A Course of Mathematical Alalysis, S, Chand. Delhi, 2003 Edition'1.

2. Apostol, Tom A. : Mathematical AnalysisjNarosa Publishing House, 2002 Edition'

LlTf ffl: Line integral in Rr; fuemann intpgral of real vaiueci functions of two variables; evaiuation of
ioub'le integals - change of order of integration; change of variable and simple problems; Green's

*.er-'rem in R2, Surface Integral and Stokes Theorem, Volume integral and Gauss's divergence theorem

. siatements and applications only)

Text Books:

1 BOOKS
I

I

I
.t
I

L)-IT fV: Basic properties of Euclidean disdance function in R"; neighbourhoods, open sets, closed sets,

linrir points, interiLr ioints in Rn(n = L,2,3j; Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem; Cantor intersection theorem
;'-^-r-J inraaral\ . T ;h,{al^f ^^.,-.i-- +t ^^.-* Iqnested interval) ; Lindelof covering theoremJ

Compact sets; Heine-Borel theorem; equivallnt statements; study of maps from subsets of R" -> R*

irn, n = 1,2,3): continuity, in terms of e-6 hotation; iu terms of inverse images of open and closed sets;

elementaqy properties of continuous functior,rs; continuous functions on compact sets; special cases of
continuous real valued functions on closed, bbunded intervals of R: bounds.

I

L|MT Y: Intermediate value theorem; unlform continuify; discontinuities of real valued functions;
monoroniE functions; continuiry of the inversp of a strictiy monotonic funcrion.
R* -valued functions of wo or three variables 1m : I ,2,3); panial derivatives; directional derivatives;

rotal derivative, Jac,obian; change in the orber of partial derivatives, statements of Young's Theorem,

Schrvarz's Theorem and their applications, differentiation of composite functions; chain ruie.
I

I

Reference Books

sJ

I

I
l. Sre*.art, J,: Essential Calculus Early Tranlcendentals, Thomson Brooks/Cole, USA, 2007 Edition.
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2. Bartle, R. G., and Sherbe4 D. R. :

Bdition-
3. Rudin, W. : Principles of M

Editions (Reprint f996).
4. Malik, S. C. and Arora, S. :

. @eprint2001).
5. Ghosh, R.K. and Maity, K.C.:

Edition.

€let *U,

to Real Analysis, John Wiley & Sons, Inc, 2000

Analysis, Mc Graw-Hill Publications, 1976 International

Analysis, New Age Intemational (P) Ltd., 1992 Edition

to Analysis, New Central Book Agency (P) Ltd, 2002

*********
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I

Computer programming in Cj& Computer Oriented Numerical Analysis

| (Theorr)
Sote: This paper consists of 2 parts A, B. Pah A is theory paper consisting of 60 Marks & Part B is
Practical Paper consisting of 40 Marks. I

Pa'rt: A (Tbeory)

i
(Number of Teaching hours: 48; Time : 3 hrs; Marks: 60)

(To answer five questions, choo'sing one out of two questions from each unit)

i

UNIT l. C fundamentals: The C character set,iidentifiers and keywords, Data types, constants, variables
;ad arrays, declarations, symbolic constantsJ Operators {Arithmetic, unary, relational, logical, bitwise,
:<5;gnment), expressions, statements, C profram structure, Need of header files, Process of compiling
a'nd running a C program; l/O functions: Hleader files (stdio.h, conio.h) getch0, getche0, getchar0,

li:.h{}, putchar0, scanf(}, printf0, gets0, put}0, clrscr0, window0; Control staternents: Decision making
/-". 

=:d branching (if..else, switch), Decision mafing and looping (while, do ., while, for), Jumping (break,
{cntinue, goto), Nestgd loops. 

i
i

Uf'{lT ll. Functions: Overview (definition, decl6ration), defining a function, accessing a function, function
l"otorypes, call by value, call by referencd, recursion, iteration, Advantages and disadvantages of
'ecursion over iteration, Storage classes (Autpmatic, Register, External, Static), String functions {strcmp
r,l" strlen 0, strrev 0, strcat (), toupper 0, tolov,irer 0), Math functions (sqrt 0, abs 0, sin 0, cos 0, Slandard
;unction- exit 0, Memory allocation functionsj(rnalloc 0, free 0, reallocfl, callocfl).

I

t,NlT lll Arrays and Pointers: Defining an arraf, array initialization, nrocessing an array, passing array to a
{unslion, multidimensionalarrays, arrays andlstrings, pointer declarations, passing pointer to a function,
:-cinter and one dimensional arrays, Operatio'n on pointers, functions returning pointers; Data files: File

ooening modes, character l/O(getcfl, putc0),lString l/O (fgets(), fputs0), Formatted console l/O(fscanffl,
rorintffl), text mode versus binary mode, Unformatted console l/O functions - record l/O{freadfl,
fuiritefl, ftellfl, fseekfl, rewindfl, renamefl), {ecord operations (append, delete, update, search, display,
sorting of records). I

I

,,.*.-*-UNIT lV: Floating point representation of nuntbers, Arithmetic operations with normalised floating point
numbers, Errors of numbers, Binary representation of numbers; lnterpolation - Lagrange's interpolation
polynomials; difference tables - divided diff{rence, forward difference, backward difference; Newton's
forwarcj and backward interpolation formul4 Dirierentiation - first derivative; integration - simpson's
Ll3rd rule, trapezoidal rule.; 

I

I

LNIT V: NeMon-Raphson method; regula-faisi method, secant method, bisectiou method for solving
polynomial equations; Gauss elimination metliod for solving system of equations; numerical solution of
difrerential equations - Euler's method, RungJ-Kuna meth;s (up to second order) i;e; Heun's method,
polygon.method 

i
I
I

I

I

i

i

I

i

I is ot: ZC
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Text Books:

Kanetkar, Y.: Let us C, B. P. B
Gottfried, B. S.: Theory and
1998 Edition.
Rajaraman, V.: Computer

New Delhi, 2002 Edition.
Scarborough, J.8., Nurnerical
New Delhi, 1930 Edition.

Reference Books:

Balaguruswamy, E.: Programm

Rajaraman, V. : Cornputer
Jaih, M. K,, lyenger, S. R. K.,

Eastern.Ltd,, New Age
Kandasamy, P., Thitagavathy, K,,

Fielhi,20O3 Edition.

1.

2.

'3.

4.

l.
2.

3.

4.

,9: ),' 20(/,

1993 Edition.
of Programming with C, Tata McGraw ltrill Publication,

Numerical Methods, PHI Learning Pvt. L,tcl.,

Mathernatical Analysis, Oxford and IBH Publishing Ltd.

in ANSI C, Tata McGraw Hiil ptrblication;2002 Edition.
ing in.C; PHI Private Limited; New Delhi, 2002 Edition.

R. K.: Numerical Methods, Frbblems and solutions, Wik:y
Publishers Ltd.., 1995 Edition.
Gunavathy, K.: Numerical Methods, S. Chand & Co. Ltd.i New

*.* * * ri rt **rt
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Computer programming in C & Computer Oriented Numerical Analysis

l(Pr"ctical)
I

I e"rtt 1n;
I

(Number of PracticeTeaching hours: 48; Marks : 40)

--e fotlowing programs are to be Rracticed, 
i

i.- Roots of quadratic equation ax'+gx*C=0, i
i- Arrangement a given set of. numbers in in{reasing/decreasing order; calculation of mean,

3" ivaluation e', sin x, cos x, log(1+x) using ppwer series method,
4- Addition, subtraction and multiplication of matrices using function,

t'ns- Evaiuation of factorial of a positive intege{and evaluation of binomial coefficients,
5- Setermination of the transpose, deierminlnt of the given matrix.(up to order 4),

?" Setermination of the inverse of a given rebl matrix (up to order 4),
'S- Searching a pattern in a given text and replacing every occurrence of it with another given string,
'3- UJriting a given number in words using furfction,
i3- Ccpying the contents of one texf to anoth'er text file using command line arguments,
i3.. Merging two text files to another text filef
X.l. Capying the contents of one text file to arlV number of given files using command line argurnents,
X3" Frioting of every line of a text file containip8 a given pattern.

I p*t-z
:" Lagrange's Interpolating Polynomial. 

I

:" Nervton Forward Difference Interpolating'Folynomial.
3. Ne$ton Backward Difference tnterpolatin! Polynomial.
+. Simpson's l/3 rule for Numerical tntegration.
5" Trapezoidal Rule Rule for Numerical lnte$ration.
6" Nenton Raphson Method. I

,*-* i. Regula-Falsi method. 
I

8- Biseetion method. I

I Gaus! Elimination method. i

i0. He,.i.n's method for solving an lnitial Valu! problem.

F{OTE : There will be practical examination J, oo marks of three hours duration of which 15 marks will
:e fcr Part 1 and 25 marks for Part 2 , All ou{put should be in the form of an output file.

I

| ****r****
I

I
I

I
t

I
I

I

I
I
I
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I

(NumberofTeaching'frours:80;Time:3hrs;Marks:100)

(To answer five questionr, .r{oor,n, one out of two questio'ns frorn each unit)

I

UNIT I. Linear prograrnming problpm, mathematical formulation of linear programrning

problem, feasible solufion, soiution rplu"", linear firnction on convex set, graphical method oli

solution (including exceptional cases). 

i

LINIT II. Standa.rd and canonical fonrl of LPP, duality in linear prograruning problem; basic;

feasible solution, optimal solution, sldpk and surplus variables, initial sirnplex table, terminan

simplex table, pivot entry, algorithm ofisimplex method' :

I

LJNIT III. Simplex method of solutioh of LPP; theory of games, two-person-Serc-.sum g3l:t,
the maximin-rninimax principle, faiJl and strictly determinable game, saddle point, rule for

determining a saddle point. 
I

UNIT IV. Relation between minimax [nd maximin game without saddle point, Pure and miledl

srategies, dominance properry;: modifik dominance proper.ry, reduction of a ganre problem to a

linear"programming probiem,-and its soiution, graphicirl solution of 2xn and mx2 garn6s.

UNIT V : Markov analysis; probabilid vectors, stochastic andlregular stochastic matrices; branit

switching inalysis; fixla points of rqr..,ute matrices; relationships between fixed points ancl

regular 5, o"ir*ii. matrices;^Markov chiins; higher transition probabilities; stationary distribution

"i"i. 
gtrf ^.U*f."t .huin, ; absorbing stat"s.

Text Book:
L. Swarup, K., Gupta, P. K. and Singh,

Delhi, 2002 Edition.

Reference Books,:

1. Gupta, P. K., and Hira, D. S. : OPerati

Delhi, 2002 Edition.
2. Rao, S. S. : Optimisation Theory and

Edition.'
3. Malik, T. N. : Linear Programming, U

S : 2: Jo (/f)

HOPT 62: OP-2

OPERATIONS RESEARCH

BOOKS

M. : Operations Research, Sultan Chand & Sons, New

ns Research - An lntroduction, S: Chand & Co. Ltd;, New'

plications, Wiley Eastern Ltd., New Delhi, 2001

N. Dhar & Sons Publicatiorts, Kolkata, 2001 Edition.
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HOPT 62: OP 3
gJOro Mechanics

I

(100 lmarks, 80 lecfures)
I

(To answer five questions, choolsing one out of two questions from each unit)

I

CE!* I Lagrangian and Eulerian methodslof describing fluid motion; velocity of a fluid particle;
arr*-ial, l,acal and sonvective derivatives; hcceleration of a fluid particle; sheamline motion and

srbulest rnotion; steady flow; streamlines arid path lines; velocity potential; vorticity vector; flux of a

i:,* equation of continuity by Euler's fuethod; equation of continuif by Laerange's method;

s':-4"alence of the Eulerian and Lagrangian f{rms of the equation of continuity; equation of continuigv in
.:iffiesian, spherical polar and cylindrical cdordinates; certain symmetrical forms of the equation of
{filtlsuit5 boundary surface. 

J

I

4,.lqft : l{ Eulels equations of motion (vector land cartesian forms); conservative field of force; pressure

aE;s:isrq Bernoulli's theorem-case of no ve{ocitV potential; Lagrange's equations of motion; equations

sf rr*stion under impulsive forces (vector and lcartesian forms); energy equation.
I

{.fs!*t : l,lt Two dimensional motion; strealp function or current function; properties of the stream
i*rncucn; irrotational motion in two dimerfsions; complex potential and velocity; Cauchy-Riemann

eq,;ailions in polar form; images; sources bnd sinks in two dimensions; two dimensional doublet;

;*m.p-iex pctential for a doublet; images of d simple source w.r.t..two dirnensional motion; image of a

3:.r:i:1,b'.r-.t.acircle; motionoffluidsymmetrical aboutanaxis-Stoke'sstreamfunction,determination
r,i '-{l ; image of a source w.r.t. a sphere; image of a doublet.w.r,t. a sphere; Blasius theorem.

I

{.init : lV Perfect fluid; fluid pressure, Rr.r{rr. at a point in a fluid in equilibrium, pressure of heavy

i,.rid's; transmissibility of fluid pressure, conditions for equilibrium; pressure equation, surfaces of equal

lressirre; surfaces of equi-density; floatine 
fodies-conditions 

of equilibrium of a floating body, freely
f,..cai:n6 bodies and bodies floating under conitrainU stability of floating bodies.

Itinit: V, Resultant thrust on a solid wholl'i or partially immersed in a heavy fluid at rest, resultant
re-icai iilrust on a surface exposed to thd pressure of a heavy fluid, resultant pressure on surfaces

{.

F;;;1€ or cr:rved)- horizontal thrust and vertical thrust, centre of pressure; gases; internal energy of a

Eas, reversible isothermal change, reversitle adiabatic change, atmosphere; equilibrium of an

*sthermal atmosphere, convective equilibri

L9 01' Zc



Text Books I

L Verma, B.G. & Gupta, K.p. :

Edition. 4

2. Kar, J.M. : Hydrostatics, K.p.

Reference books:.

1.' Jha, D,.K.
Edition

2. Ray, M. &

: Text Book of H

Sharma, H.S. : H

,t: e: Zo(al

ydro-dynamics, Pragati prakashan, Meerut (U.p.), 2003

Publishing Company, 1992 Edition.

rodynamics, Discovery publishing Ho*se pvt. Ltd, 2005
:

S. Chand Publications, 1999 Edition.
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HOPT 62: OP 4
i

Financial Mathematics
I

(f 00 martcs, 80 lectures)

I

(To answer five questions, {hoosing one out of two questions from each unit)

I

l

d-*ir-I: Basic Principles, Arbitrage and risk aversion, interest ( simple and compound, discrete
sc ;*ltinuous), time value of money, iinflation, net present value, internal rate of retum (
;,:i.:::-la:ion by bisection and.Newton-Raptison methods), Comparison of NPV and IRR .

I

{--m-6t-[I: Concept of Bonds. bond priced and yields, Macaulay and modified duration, term
i:*i';tJe cf interest rates: spot and forwaril rates, explanations of terrn structure, runnibg present
:':i*. *cating- rate bonds, immunization,lconvexity, putable and callable bonds . Marks:20

I

{.'sit -I[I: Asset return, short selling, iortfolio retum, ( brief introduction to expectation,
-'':::-ce, covariance and correlation) , iandom returns, portfolio mean retum and variance,
.;"i;::rijcation, portfolio diagram, feasible set, Markowitz model, Two fund theorem, Capital
;..r,;el li.ne, Capital Asset Pricing Model,iUse of CAPIvI in investment analysis and as a pricing
::r.":a-.Tensen's index 

i
I

{-'oit-I\': Forn'ards and futures, marking t6 market, currency futures, hedging ( short, long, cross,
::;::r-e ). optimal hedge ratio, hedging with stock index futures, Lognormal distribution,
-.:;;ai-mal model, Geometric Brownian motion for stock prices, Binomial tree model for stock
:;,:rs. parameter estimation. 

I

L-oit-\-: lnsurance Fundamentals- Insurarlce defined, Meaning of loss, Chances of loss , peril,
i;az;rrJ and proximate cause in insurancd, Costs and benefits of insurance to the society and
:r:i:hes of insurance- life insurance and various types of general insurance , Life inswance

=:t.ematics- Construction of mortality tdbles, Computation of premium of life- insurance for a6- i:::.j duration and for the. whole life, Eetermination of claims for general insurance- using

Texr books:

l. David G. Luenberger, 1 998
:. .Ic'hn C. Hull, Options, Futures and Other Derivatives ( 6 Edition ), Prentice - Hall India,

:006 i

i. Sheldon M. Ross, An Elementarj Introduction to Mathematical Finance, 1 2nd Edition;,
Cambridge University Press, USAI 2003.
San-kalpI Srivastava, Financial Mathematics , New Age International, (paper back). 2011.
Samir Kumar Chakraborry, FinanCial Mathematics, New Age international (Paper back),
101 1.
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Reference books:

1. Aswath Damodaran,
Inc

2. Mark S. Dorfrnan,
Englwood Cliffs, New J

3. C. D. Daykin, T. Penti
Chapman and Hall .

t

,S:2! Lo(d,

Finance- Theory and Practice, John Wiley and Sons,

to Risk Mariagement and Insurance, Prentice Hall,

and M. Pesonen, Praetical Risk Theory for Actuaries,
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. Discrpte Mathematics
i

(100 inarks, 80 lectures)

(To answer five questionr,.hoolin* one out of two questions from each unit)

I

'ue$e-{ : $athematical induction, Principte Jt inctusion and exclusion, Pigeon hole principle, Finite

*r=,ir;r*gi66ics, Generating functions, Partitiops, Recurrence relations and Recursive Algorithrns, Linear
;"*r;r;emce relations with constant coefficients, Homogeneous solutions, Total Solution, Solution by the
rrr.cd of generating functions. I-l
qjl'lk * Sefinition, examples and basic propeities of ordered sets, duality principle, lattices as ordered

*" ,atr€es as algebraic structures, sublattic{s, products and homomorphisms.

I

f-F!l#fi'$* l.e,lnrticn, examples and propertiesl of modular and distributive lattices , Boolean algebras,
&*eroe,an pciynomials, minimal forms of goolean polynornials, Quinn - McCluskey method, Karnaugh
rG€=:ti. switching - circuits and application 

lof 
swhching circuits

I

lJr*t- flf: Definition, examples and basic proplrti"s of graphs, complete graphs, bi-partite graphs, Paths

,*:--o:f;ac-.its, Harniltonian paths, Shortest patds, Eulerian paths, Traveling salesman problem.
I

&r*fi-hr; Bi,eck, CrJt Points, Bridges, Block grapirs, Cut point graphs, Trees ,, Characterization of trees,

oP5

i" -q^K- Saai<ar, A Text book of Discfete Mathematics, Published by S. Chand, 2008.

*- Hadsll lfittal and Vinay Kr. Goel JA Text Book of Discrete mathematics, , published by
l-IL l.nrernational, 20 I 0.

i:r!fte€trrrflty anrd Line Connectivity, Graphical variation of Mengels theorem ,

I

t
I BooKs

Tert Sooks: i

3" C.L. Liu, Elements of Discrete Mdthematics, ( Second Edition ) , McGraw Hill,
+-*. Isremational Edition. 

I

:" ilj. K. Sen, Introduction to Discrete Mathematics, Allied Publishers
j. B."a- Davey and H. A. Priestley, Ittroduction to Lattices and Order, Cambridge

Lldversitv Press, Cambridge 
I! =:-'a. Goodaire and Michaer N{lParmenter, Discrete mathematics *'ith Graph theory (-_LSar U

1* E.gidon ), Pearson Education t{'t tta, Indian Reprint 2003 .L
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Ref€rence Books:,;

aF

t.
2.

3.

4.

Michael Towusend, Di
J.P;Tremblay and R.

to Computer Science,

K.R- Parthasarathi, Basic
S. Lipschutz, ;Marc Lipson

Sf 2 : 2-o(r,

mathematics, Applied Mathematics'and Cnbph theory

, Discrete Mathematics Str-uctures with Applications
Hill'Book Co.
theory

's outlines of Discrete Mathgmatics , 2007.

' t',,fl
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I
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Modeling

(100 imarks, 80 lectures)

I

(To answer five questions, choobing one out of two questions from each unit)

I

[..ait- I: Introduction, Basic Steps of l.vlathematical Modeling, its needs, types pf models,
,l:miu$snr, Elementary ideas of dynalnical systems, autonomous dynamical systems in
,fic plane- linear theory, Equilibrium ipoint, node, saddle point, focus, centre and lirnit-
ryele id.ea with simple illustrationsl and figures, Linearization of non-linear plane
?rt-1omous s1'stems. 

i
I

f,.ai*-Il: Population Models: Basic concepts, Exponential growth model, formulation ,
r6u, i,:n, inierpretation and limitationl. Compensation and Jepensation, Logistic growth

m"xi*i" formuiation, solution, interprdtation and iimitations. Lotka- Volteta rnoclel of
r's{p csmpeting species, formulation, 

{olution, 
interpretation and limitations.

I

{'Ei,t-fl: Epidemic Models: Basic poncepts, Simple epidemic model, formulation,
.*,i'Gi,rn, interpretation , and.limitatidp, General epidemic model, formulation, solution,
::,gq6s1s1ion and [imi1s6e* 

i

Llait-I\': Economic models: ProductiAn and supply functions, price-elasticities, utitity of
,:ri5*sr.ralption and consumer surplui, pure tompetition, competitive equilibrium ,

mr*opoly- versus competition, duoioly, oligopoly, conjectural variation, theory of
lscu$uction, production function , Cobb- Douglas production function and its properties ,
;isrs of production and'related models.

I

fak-\r: Ilathematical modeling in pio-logical Environment: Blood flor,v and oxygen
rs&r , \fodeling blood flow, viscdusity, Poiseuille law, mathematical formulation of

*e goblem. srclution. and inteqpretati.o-1, 9*y.g"n transfer in red cells, mathematical

I

;i:*nu*i.atio n, soluti o n, i nterpretation and I i mitations.

Trxt tslrcl,s:
BOOKS

t.\

$*

*

l.:-k i'i. \{eerschaert, lvfathemarical Modeling, Academic Press, New WorL, 1993

Concepts of Mathematical Modeling, McGraw Hill, New York, 1994

tu-ic Modelirg, Academic Press, Orlando,
F;i,ni.:e- I987
Rqf*r*.nce books:
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